
Villa Georgia (ref. 36)
€ 1,600.00 :: 3 bedrooms

 

Villa Georgia is a newly built house in

traditional style which is perfect for

family holidays in Hydra, one of

Greece?s most unspoiled and beautiful

islands. With spectacular views across

the valley and only a 10 minute walk

from Hydra town and the beach at

Kamini, the house is in an idyllic holiday

spot.

 

The villa is ideal for families or groups

of friends and can sleep up to 6 people

in two double bedrooms and one twin

room. It is conveniently close to 2

grocery shops and just down the road

from a stunning little beach, so you get a sense of being away from it all but also within reach of

useful amenities. Villa Georgia is well equipped with a modern kitchen and a spacious living room

with a fire-place, ceiling fans, a CD player/radio, a DVD player and a television. It is a lovely airy

space to congregate or chill out, with all the home comforts you could want. There is a charming

terrace downstairs which is just made for relaxing or entertaining guests, and upstairs the master

bedroom also has its own private terrace which is truly breath-taking. You really get the feeling

that you are sitting on top of the island!

The whole house is fitted with modern facilities so although it has a traditional feel to it you can

also expect a high level of comfort and ease. The kitchen has all the mod cons you would expect

and from the living room double doors open out onto the terrace where you are sure to spend a lot

of your time just relaxing with a glass of local wine and gazing at the gorgeous views. There is a

downstairs WC with washbasin and washing machine as well as a family bathroom with bath and

shower. All bedrooms have A/C and are fitted with good sized wardrobes so unpacking is not so

much of a chore. A plentiful supply of fresh drinking water (from a cistern) is available so there is

no need to carry bottles! There is also a collection of books and children?s DVD's that you are

most welcome to borrow. A telephone is available (for local calls only) and broadband internet is

also offered on site.

 

Rental Rates:

 

May/June/September/October EUR 1300

July EUR 1500
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August EUR 1600

 

A 20% deposit is needed to secure your booking and the balance is to be paid 1 month prior to

arrival. There is a cleaning service once a week, and beach towels are provided. Cot available.
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Details are correct at time of publication (09/06/2016), but are subject to change... Please refer to

the website.
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